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IN GOOD FAITH AND ASSOCIATES (1997 – ongoing)
Strategic consultation on clergy & religious sexual and systemic church abuse
Advocacy experience and expertise
IGFA’s expertise in systemic advocacy has developed on the basis of casework for victims
reporting their experiences of harm when engaging Church and State responses. Our advocacy
capability includes victims’ cases engaging with the Melbourne Catholic Church response; the
Victorian and Australia wide Towards Healing and international Catholic Church cases in the
United Kingdom, Ireland and Italy. In total IGFA has provided advocacy and facilitation services
on over 150 individual cases since its formation in 1997.
Documenting individual clergy sexual assault and systemic abuse
We conduct research into similar international experiences and have developed a clear
understanding of what needs to be reviewed and reformed across all areas of response to
clergy victims.
Our research and reports include the production of the MVC’s Towards Justice Charter (June
1998), summarising systemic abuses and calling on the national Catholic Church to reform the
Melbourne Response. In November 2011, staff at IGFA collated and presented a submission to
Justice Cummins’ Inquiry into Protecting Victoria’s Vulnerable Children. Our submission on
behalf of the MVC detailed the systemic failure of the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese to
appropriately handle child sexual abuse.
In September 2011, IGFA produced and submitted a historic 87 page document to the AttorneyGeneral of Victoria, Hon. Robert Clark, seeking an urgent response to the Melbourne
Archdiocese and Victorian clergy sexual abuse crisis – again on behalf of the MVC. The
submission sought a government Inquiry and testified to the mismanagement, inappropriate
practices and inadequate handling of complaints when victims have reported child and
vulnerable adult sexual assaults to the Melbourne Response and dioceses throughout the state
of Victoria.
We have also observed the development of pervasive complex post trauma stress disorder
among many of our clients over an extended period of stress and difficulty. IGFA is responding
through assessment and seeking specialist treatment for these victims as part of our evaluation
of the medical and mental health impacts needing to be understood.
The Melbourne Victims’ Collective
IGFA’s numerous restorative projects include the founding of the Melbourne Victims’ Collective
(MVC) in 2006. The 50 plus members include victims of sexual assaults by priests, nuns,
brothers and lay workers within the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese. Victims have recounted
their experiences of going through the Melbourne Response since it began in 1996, through
their need to gain understanding and get support for systemic impacts.
Specialist support network
We have intentionally developed an extended Victorian network of 100 plus victims of clergy
sexual and church abuse, as well as their supporters and family members, clergy and religious,
pastoral workers, counsellors, members of organisations and victims’ self help groups. These
people are representative of the many contacts made to IGFA who wish to be helped to
understand the workings of the Inquiry and their potential submissions to it.
Restorative work with clergy
In 2010 IGFA initiated a restorative project with clergy of integrity from the Melbourne
Archdiocese committed to developing an awareness of the priests’ past assaults, the current
survival issues and difficulties confronting victims and families. This program built commitment
to the victims by the clergy through renewing their pastoral care and offering hope for the
victims. Through this program, 60 clergy have formed supportive links.
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The diagram below shows our commitment and areas of long-term work for survivors.

Helen Last, Director, In Good Faith and Associates
PO Box 38, North Melbourne, 3051
Phone: 03 9326 5991
Email: helen.last@igfa.com.au
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Introduction
Towards Justice: The Charter is an initiative of the Melbourne Victims’ Collective, comprising more than 30
people. Members of this Collective have experienced the consequences of primary, secondary, tertiary and/
or systemic abuses by clergy, religious and lay personnel within the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese. These
abuses date from approximately 1948 to 2008, across the tenure of five Archbishops. The Collective includes
independent practitioners with a combined 60 years of legal, pastoral, psychiatric and psychological expertise
in their work with clients abused within religious settings. Towards Justice: The Charter expresses the opinion of
the Melbourne Victims’ Collective and is based on case materials from numerous victims.
Since Sexual Abuse: The Melbourne Archdiocese Response1 was established in 1996 by Archbishop George
Pell (later maintained by Archbishop Denis Hart), victims, their families and members of their parishes have
repeatedly recounted to the Collective practitioners their experiences of disregard, disservice and disadvantage
within the set of arrangements of The Melbourne Response. The similarity of independent accounts has led the
Collective practitioners to form the view that there has been a disturbing pattern of abuse.
Our aims are to raise Church and public awareness about the mistreatment and ongoing trauma of victims,
and to open avenues for dialogue, review and change through processes of restorative justice.2

Deficiencies in ‘The Melbourne Response’
The Melbourne Response was put into place with legal advice from a major Australian law firm and purports to
follow the 15 ‘Principles for Dealing with Complaints of Abuse’ as defined in Part 1 of Towards Healing.3 In
contrast, many victims have found The Melbourne Response inherently deficient. Over 12 years since its inception,
it has, in our view, not practised these principles and has reduced its response to a legalistic claims process.
Victims of sexual abuse by clergy, religious and lay personnel4 are profoundly disadvantaged and wounded.
When they turn to an institution for assistance and receive an inadequate response which does not recognise
their needs, victims’ wounds are seriously compounded. This is a further layer of abuse, inflicted by the institution
ostensibly offering help.
This dynamic is reported by victims in the Collective who turn to The Melbourne Response, only to find what
in our opinion is an inequitable system that, from a victim’s viewpoint, places the public, legal and financial
interests of the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese over those of the victims.
The Archdiocese’s maintenance of a set of arrangements, in our opinion, appears to prioritise its livelihood
above the needs of victims, and is diametrically opposed to the values and example of Christ. We believe it also
contravenes the most recent directives of Pope Benedict XVI on this matter:
... we have to act on three levels, the first is at a political level to ensure justice is done. We will absolutely
exclude paedophiles from the sacred ministry, they can never be priests and we will do all we can to help
the victims who have been deeply affected by this, these are the two sides of justice. On a pastoral level we
must ensure healing and reconciliation, this is a big pastoral engagement...5

In our view, the perpetuation of the current priorities of The Melbourne Response by its clerical leaders,
also directly contradicts the national Code of Conduct for all clergy and religious in Australia, outlined in the
booklet, Integrity in Ministry. This document holds all clergy accountable for prioritising the ‘care and healing
of those who have been harmed by ministers of their community’ in situations ‘when Communion is broken’, as
1
2
3
4

5

See George Pell, Sexual Abuse: The Melbourne Archdiocese Response brochure (The Catholic Archdiocese of Melbourne:
Melbourne, October 1996). Hereafter referred to as The Melbourne Response.
See Gerry Johnstone and Daniel W. Van Ness (eds), Handbook of Restorative Justice (Willan Publishing: Oregon, 2007)
and Michael S. King, Towards a More Comprehensive Resolution of Conflict: The Role of Restorative Justice (Melbourne:
May 2008).
See Australian Catholics Bishops’ Conference, Towards Healing: Principles and Procedures in Responding to Complaints
of Abuse against Personnel of the Catholic Church in Australia (National Committee for Professional Standards: Bondi
Junction, 1996), 1, footnote 1.
Hereafter referred to as ‘clerical sexual abuse’ for brevity.
Benedict XVI, Press Conference, Alitalia 777 Boeing, 15 April 2008, as reported by Emer McCarthy.
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well as ‘the parents and family of those harmed and the community where the violation has occurred.’6
Primary and secondary victims in our Collective feel betrayed by the lack of clerical leadership within
the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese. They describe feeling powerless within The Melbourne Response set of
arrangements, which are deficient in values and principles of justice, healing, safety, integrity, empathy and
trust-building.

Hearing Victims Speak about The Melbourne Response
These deficiencies are heard in victims’ descriptions of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mismanagement of complaints;
neglecting to investigate and respond to ongoing risks of clerical abuse with appropriate
interventions;
impersonal, insensitive and untimely responses to victims, their families and wider communities;
mismanagement of accused priests who continue to harass complainants and parish members after
being stood down from parish and/or public ministry, pending investigation;
the retaining of offenders as ordained priests, even after they have been found guilty in criminal
court, and/or the Independent Commissioner for The Melbourne Response makes a finding that victims’
complaints of sexual abuse by these priests have been established;
the absence of promised pastoral support, which leaves victims feeling spiritually abandoned by and
excluded from their Church community;
receiving a response from the Archbishop’s lawyers when victims question the personnel, practices or
processes of The Melbourne Response;
confusion of roles by those who respond to victims on behalf of the Melbourne Catholic
Archdiocese;
a lack of professional advocacy, resourcing and support for professionals working with children exposed
to abusive clergy in Catholic schools, and appropriate intervention in situations of abuse; and
a scarcity of information for family members and parishioners, and lack of recognition of and response
to their needs as secondary victims.

Structural Flaws in The Melbourne Response

The experiences of the members of the Melbourne Victims’ Collective reveal, in our opinion, the following flaws:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6
7
8
9

4

In its Archdiocesan separation from the national set of procedures, it segregates victims, families and
communities, and avoids external accountability.
The lack of policy guiding The Melbourne Response leads to inconsistent and arbitrary decision-making
from case to case.
Victims are offered no practical independent support or advocacy to assist them with the processes of
The Melbourne Response, evidencing a system that does not prioritise the needs of the victims.
It lacks clearly defined organisational and spiritual leadership.
The structure and role of Carelink differ markedly from the public announcements.
There is no Pastoral Response Team ‘to provide victims with spiritual support and counselling at
a parish level’7. This team was eliminated with the implementation of The Melbourne Response, not
up-graded as promised.8
There are scant services available for secondary victims, despite the promise of provision of a ‘forum
for pastoral healing… as an essential part of the healing process for the wider Church community.’9

National Committee for Professional Standards, Integrity in Ministry: A Document of Principles and Standards for
Catholic Clergy and Religious in Australia, June 2004 (National Committee for Professional Standards: Sydney, 2004),
p. 19-20.
Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese Media Release, ‘Catholic Church in Melbourne Apologises to Sexual Abuse
Victims and Appoints an Independent Commissioner to Enquire into Allegations’ (St Patrick’s Cathedral:
Melbourne, October 1996), p. 2.
The Melbourne Archdiocese Response brochure, panel 7.
The Melbourne Archdiocese Response brochure, panel 7. See also National Committee for Professional Standards,
Integrity in Ministry, p. 19-20, where the importance of ‘justice and the healing of the community of the Church’ is
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Although the Independent Commissioner announced that ‘it was hoped the commission
would complete its work within six months, and hopefully a much shorter time than that’10, The
Melbourne Response has filled a permanent role for more than a decade.
The only public information available is inadequate, outdated and inaccurate.
There is no transparency of process and outcomes within The Melbourne Response in part or whole.
The rules and processes made by the Compensation Panel are not publicly disclosed, with monetary
offers differing greatly between individual cases with reasons not given for variations.
The Melbourne Response’s combination of the terms ‘ex gratia’ and ‘compensation’ is misleading and
unjust. Melbourne’s $55,000 ceiling is the only such limit within the Australian Catholic Church
and is incommensurate with the extent of victims’ injuries, whilst the ‘ex gratia’ nature of the offer
precludes any further claims for comprehensive compensation against any entity of the Melbourne
Catholic Archdiocese.

International Church Responses and The Melbourne Response

Victims and practitioners believe that The Melbourne Response lacks key components that form the backbone of
international Catholic Church responses to clerical abuse,11 including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fair, consistent and truly independent procedures in response to victims and perpetrators of abuse;
an accountability/audit process that includes regular external reviews of the system and structural
revision;
a procedure for victims to appeal processes, decisions and outcomes;
comprehensive pastoral care to victims, their families and communities;
clearly defined procedures for managing the accused or convicted clergy;
educational programs and strategies to protect children, young people and vulnerable adults, and to
prevent further abuse; and
processes for rebuilding pastoral bridges between priests and people in the wake of clerical abuse.

Introducing a Pastoral Framework
In 1996, in The Melbourne Response brochure, Archbishop George Pell publicly acknowledged the need to
‘apologise sincerely and unreservedly… for [the] betrayal of trust’12 of victims of clerical abuse. The inadequacy
of The Melbourne Response in the 12 years since, undermines the credibility of this apology.
Making apologies, disconnected from relevant pastoral practice, is concerning. The misapplication of
Catholic theology and misappropriation of sacramental resources – including the acts of confession, contrition,
repentance, restitution and forgiveness – have long enabled those in power in the Church to hide and perpetuate
clerical abuse.
If the Church were to anchor its pastoral ministry with the victims’ viewpoint and draw on spiritual
resources such as Catholic Social Teaching13, a greater breadth of healing and justice could be realised, including
the following dimensions:
• Confession: recognition and acceptance of the original clerical abuses and the subsequent systemic
abuse;
• Contrition: an expression of remorse towards all victims, including families and communities;
• Repentance: correcting the structures that have wounded, and acting in a new direction;
noted in situations of abuse by Church ministers.
10 Peter O’Callaghan QC, as quoted in ‘Commissioner aims to act fairly’, Kairos, 17-24 November 1996 (Melbourne
Catholic Archdiocese: Melbourne, 1996), p. 7.
11 See e.g. United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People (US
Conference of Catholic Bishops: Washington DC, 2005), www.nccbuscc.org/ocyp/charter.shtml, and The Cumberlege
Commission Report, Safeguarding with Confidence: Keeping Children and Vulnerable Adults Safe in the Catholic Church
(Incorporated Catholic Truth Society: London, 2007).

12 The Melbourne Archdiocese Response brochure, panel 2.
13 See e.g. www.faithdoingjustice.com.au
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Restitution: improved support for and compensation to victims;
Forgiveness: the Church asks victims for forgiveness, recognising that this may be a long-term
individual and social process for those who experience the effects of abuse.

A Call to Action
It is crucial that the Church in Australia looks particularly to the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese’s history of
responses to clerical abuse, with the following aims:
• Recognition and acknowledgement of systemic abuse encountered within The Melbourne Response.
• A process of comprehensive reform towards reconciliation and the shaping of a safe and aware
Church.
• Establishing restorative justice, proportionate restitution and tangible healing for all victims, including
the families and wider communities of victims of clerical abuse.

Practical Measures

The Melbourne Victims’ Collective calls for the immediate and equitable resolution of its individual cases, as
well as all other cases currently pending within The Melbourne Response, according to the principles espoused
within Towards Justice: The Charter.
We also recommend immediate reform by replacing The Melbourne Response with a five-part response
grounded in restorative justice that is non-adversarial and collaborative:
1.

The establishment of a public enquiry into The Melbourne Response, led by a professional with relevant
expertise and public standing. This should be a thorough, painstaking and independent review, similar
to the Cumberlege Report in the UK14 and should draw on research about the nature and scope
of clerical abuse, such as the findings by the John Jay College of Criminal Justice in the USA, as
commissioned by the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops’ National Review Board.15
2. Offering victims the opportunity to contribute their thoughts, needs and experiences to assist the
review process and establish more comprehensive responses, so that the Church does more than pay
‘lip service to the principle of the equal dignity of all members of the church.’16
3. The appointment of a manager for the revised system to take responsibility for the entire system.
4. The appointment of a Vicar for Clerical Sexual Abuse Victims, grounded in pastoral theology, with
experience in working with victims of clerical sexual abuse, in recognition that spiritual aid is central
to the renewal of spiritual life for victims, their families and communities.
5. Commitment of leadership, resources and the support of a continuous process of external review,
similar to the US Bishops’ Conference National Review Board mentioned above.
Putting these five pillars in place would immediately broaden the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese’s
response from its current narrow legalistic stance. With a new system in place, the Melbourne Catholic
Archdiocese could begin to address the structural causes and symptoms of clerical sexual abuse, and move
towards justice and compassion for victims.

An Expression of Peace

We recognise these changes as a symbolic expression of shalom, which is ‘more than the cessation of violence
and conflict. It is the state in which the world is meant to be. It is the best description of what the reign of God
will be like: a place of safety, justice, and truth... an experience of peace after so much suffering.’17
We believe that if the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese fails to recognise the need for change and act
appropriately, there will be a further loss of faith in the Church when the reality and scope of clerical abuse
inevitably becomes publicly recognised, as has occurred in the USA, UK, Ireland and Canada.
14 The Cumberlege Commission Report, Safeguarding with Confidence – Keeping Children and Vulnerable Adults Safe in
the Catholic Church (Incorporated Catholic Truth Society: London, 2007).
15 See various audit reports by United States Conference of Catholic Bishops National Review Board at
www.usccb.org/nrb
16 Henry MacDonald, ‘Pope could face protests in Ireland over abuse cases’ in The Guardian UK, 10 March 2008.
17 Robert J. Schreiter C.PP.S., The Ministry of Reconciliation: Spirituality and Strategies (Orbis Books: New York, 2004), p. 53.
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Most importantly, if the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese continues to respond as it has done to date, we
fear that innocent children and vulnerable adults will continue to be assailed within the Archdiocese, both by
clerical abusers and, crucially, by the very system put in place to respond to these sinful crimes.

Ms Helen Last				
Representative				

Mr Jim Boyle				
Representative				

Ms Pam Krstic
Representative

The Melbourne Victims’ Collective
Melbourne, Australia, June 2008

Contacts
IN GOOD FAITH AND ASSOCIATES
Helen Last (Director) | E: charter@igfa.com.au
P: (03) 9326 5991 | W: www.igfa.com.au
LEWIS HOLDWAY LAWYERS
Paul Holdway (Principal) | Ruth Baker (Clergy Misconduct Lawyer)
P: (03) 9629 9629 | W: www.lewisholdway.com.au
MELBOURNE VICTIMS’ COLLECTIVE
Jim Boyle | Pam Krstic (Representatives)
E: collective@igfa.com.au
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Our Mission

‘We are called together to be visionary.
The Life of God can be brought closer to the minds, hearts and bodies
of all those suffering from the ongoing effects of misconduct and abuse
by clergy, religious and lay church members.
We appeal to people of good faith, including clerical leaders,
to recognise God’s ongoing spiritual and practical work
in our quest for justice.
The Charter, our Collective and supporters
seek genuine restoration, reform and reconciliation.’

‘Towards Justice’
Melbourne Victims’ Collective, Australia
June 2008
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A CONTINUUM OF CLERICAL ABUSE
When talking about abuse, the terms ‘primary’, ‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ can be used
in different ways. Typically, victims of clergy, religious and lay abuse experience
multiple levels of victimisation and its wide-ranging effects.
Paradoxically, whilst most victims are abused in isolation without eye-witnesses,
abuse itself always exists within broader contexts:
(a)

abusers always exist within broader structures or systems, which give them
power over those who trust them (their victims). These systems enable (or do
not prevent) the original abuse. Furthermore, the systems often also
perpetuate abuse, when victims later unsuccessfully seek justice from those
systems. Thus, victims face both primary and systemic abuse within
organisational responses which are collusive to abuse.

When abuse is perpetrated within the church, this dynamic can be seen as follows:
ORIGINAL ABUSE
(Primary abuse)
Sexual, Physical,
Emotional, Psychological,
Intellectual and Social
Victim(s)

(b)

FURTHER ABUSE
(Systemic abuse)
Culture of Power and
Privilege, Lack of
Transparency and
Accountability

victims also live and relate within broader structures or (social and religious)
systems. Thus, the abuse they suffer also impacts across their most
significant relationships and settings. In this way, family, friends, associates
and colleagues can be secondary victims, and their communities can be
tertiary victims.

When abuse occurs within the church, this dynamic can be displayed as follows:
Primary victim (child/adolescent, vulnerable adult)
ABUSER
(Clergy/Religious/Lay)

Secondary victims (family, friends, associates, colleagues)

Tertiary victims (church, school, work communities)

NB: These secondary and tertiary victims may be seriously traumatised by the
offending. Members of the community over which the abuser also has power,
experience a critical relational betrayal by the leader they have trusted, when that
person abuses anyone, within or related to that, community.
Appendix © Monique Lisbon and Helen Last, In Good Faith and Associates, 2007
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Core Restorative Justice Values

The vision and practice of restorative justice are shaped by a number of key values which
distinguish restorative justice from other, more adversarial approaches to justice.1 The most
important of these values include:
Participation: Those most affected by the incident of wrongdoing – those directly
harmed, the person(s) responsible, and their communities of interest – ought to be
the principal speakers and decision-makers in the process, rather than trained
professionals representing the interests of the State. All present in a restorative
justice process have something valuable to contribute to the goals of the process.

Respect: All human beings have inherent and equal worth irrespective of their
actions, good or bad, or of their race, culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, beliefs
or status in society. All therefore deserve to be spoken to and treated with respect in
restorative justice processes. Mutual respect engenders trust and good faith between
the participants.

Honesty: Truthful speech is essential if justice is to be done. In restorative justice,
truth entails more than clarifying the facts and establishing guilt within strict legal
parameters; it requires people to speak openly and honestly about their experience of
offending, their feelings, and their moral responsibilities.

Humility: Restorative justice accepts the common fallibility and vulnerability of all
human beings. The humility to recognise this universal human condition enables both
the person harmed and the person responsible to discover that they have more in
common as flawed and frail human beings than what divides them. Humility also
enables those who recommend restorative justice processes to allow for the
possibility that unintended consequences may follow from their interventions.
Empathy and mutual care are manifestations of humility.

1

Adapted from “Statement of Restorative Justice Values and Processes,” New Zealand Restorative Justice Network (March 2004).

Copyright  Relational Approaches, 2009
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Interconnectedness: While stressing individual freedom and accountability,
restorative justice recognises the communal bonds that unite the person harmed and
the person responsible. Both are valued members of society, a society in which all
people are interconnected by a web of relationships. Society shares responsibility for
its members and for the existence of crime, and there is a shared responsibility to
help restore those who have been harmed and reintegrate those responsible. In
addition, the person harmed and the person responsible are uniquely bonded
together by their shared participation in the offence, and in certain respects they hold
the key to each other's recovery. The social character of an offence makes a
community process the ideal setting to address the consequences (and causes) of the
offence and to chart a restorative way forward.

Accountability: When a person wrongs another, they have a moral obligation to
accept responsibility for having done so and for mitigating the consequences that
have ensued. They can demonstrate acceptance of this obligation by clarifying their
motives and certain facts relating to the offence, by expressing remorse for their
actions and by making reparation for the losses inflicted to those whom they have
treated disrespectfully. This response may pave the way for reconciliation or mutual
recovery and healing to occur.

Empowerment: All human beings require a degree of self-determination and
autonomy in their lives. Offences rob those who have been harmed of this power,
since another person has exerted control over them without their consent.
Restorative justice seeks to re-empower those who have been harmed by giving them
an active role in determining what their needs are and how these should be met. It
also empowers those who have committed the offence to take personal responsibility
for their actions, to do what they can to remedy the harm they have inflicted, and to
begin a rehabilitative and re-integrative process.

Hope: No matter how severe the wrongdoing, it is always possible for the community
to respond in ways that lend strength to those who are suffering and that promote
healing and change. Because it seeks not simply to penalise past offences but to
address present needs and equip for future life, restorative justice nurtures hope - the
hope of healing for persons harmed, the hope of change for those responsible, and
the hope of greater civility for society.
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New applications for ADR principles

Practice what you preach: using
restorative justice as an alternative
to clergy abuse
Peter Condliffe
On Saturday 19 July 2008 Pope
Benedict XVI raised the issue of sexual
abuse before 3400 people invited to
attend the consecration of the altar of St
Mary’s Cathedral in Sydney. The Pontiff
had been participating in World Youth
Day activities. He said in his homily
that he was ‘deeply sorry’ for the
suffering of people who had been
sexually abused by members of the
clergy in Australia. ‘Here I would like
to pause to acknowledge the shame

which we have all felt as a result of the
sexual abuse of minors by some clergy
and religious in this country.’
The pontiff then moved from his
original text to make the apology. ‘I am
deeply sorry for the pain and suffering
the victims have endured and I assure
them that, as their pastor, I too share in
their suffering.’ Such abuses were a
source of shame and deserving of
condemnation, and the perpetrators
must be brought to justice. He

described the acts as ‘evil’.
‘These misdeeds, which constitute so
grave a betrayal of trust, deserve
unequivocal condemnation. They have
caused great pain; they have damaged
the church’s witness.’
The issue of sex abuse had been
prominent in the lead up to the youth
festival. Sydney Archbishop Cardinal
George Pell, the leader of the Catholic
Church in Australia, was forced to
defend his handling of a number of
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historic allegations. Hopes for an
apology were boosted after the Pope’s
visit to the United States in April. There
he said he was ‘deeply ashamed’ of sex
abuse committed by clergy and pledged
he would do whatever was possible ‘so
this cannot happen again in the future’.
There has been extensive research on
this problem and the potential remedies
for it. Yet recent reported events in
Melbourne and around Australia show
that the ‘church’s witness’ is still being
considerably damaged. A report
released in May this year in Ireland,
after a long running investigation (the
Ferns Report), demonstrated that the
supervisory and management structures
of the Church remain inadequate in
many ways. A report issued by the
Anglican Church in Australia around
the same time echoes the findings of
earlier studies in other Churches. It
found that:
Unlike the patterns of abuse in the
general population, three quarters of
complainants were male and most were
between the ages of 10 to 15 at the time
of abuse.
Most accused persons were either
clergy or were involved in some form of
voluntary or paid youth work.
There were 27 accused persons with
more than one allegation in the sample.
These 27 people accounted for 43% of
all cases.
Ongoing abuse lasting three years or
more was significantly more common
among male complainants.
Most of the alleged abuse episodes
occurred in the accused person’s home
or on church premises. Almost a
quarter of the episodes of abuse of girls
occurred in the girl’s own home,
compared with 7% of male cases.
There were long delays in reporting
offences to the church by the
complainants, with an average delay of
23 years.
Just over half of the cases were
treated as substantiated by the church
and a third as inconclusive, with
erroneous allegations by child
complainants being rare.
A substantial number of Catholic
priests have been jailed for sexual
molestation in the US. Such is the case
for Australia as well. Broken Rites
Australia, a support organisation for
victims of sexual abuse in churches,

recently reported 112 cases known to
the organisation of Catholic priests and
religious brothers who have been
sentenced in Australian courts. A recent
comprehensive study commissioned by
the US Conference of Catholic Bishops
found that 4% of all priests from 1950
to 2002 had allegations of child sexual
abuse against them.
The so-called ‘Melbourne Response’,
which has recently been the subject of
comment in the Melbourne Age,
exemplifies inadequate institutional
responses to this problem. The
Melbourne Response was introduced in
1996 by then Archbishop George Pell
as the local Catholic Church’s official
mechanism for investigating abuse
complaints and offering counselling and
compensation to victims. When Church
and clergy fail to respond with an
explanation and apology, victims
typically consider legal proceedings. To
avoid the heavy financial burdens these
proceedings would impose, the Church
becomes less cooperative and more
defensive.
The Melbourne Response is different
to that of the Catholic Church in the
rest of Australia. It has involved
capped costs and minimised payouts
and to some extent has been able to
avoid bad publicity. It has appeared to
have worked in the short term at least
in a limited sense. However, its inherent
weaknesses are becoming more exposed
as victims feel increasingly empowered
to question the Church’s response to
their needs.
There is a way to break this cycle. It
would involve the Church and
offending priests meeting with victims
and addressing issues outside the
judicial system in a way which is less
inquisititorial than the Melbourne
Response. Though victims could use
any of a range of procedures,
restorative justice conferencing is
perhaps the most useful model. It is the
process advocated by the victims’
advocacy group In Good Faith and
Associates as an alternative to the
Melbourne Response. The local Church
hierarchy still seem reluctant to
embrace these ideas. Yet restorative
justice may be a way beyond the
current cruel standoff.
Restorative justice approaches
predate our current formalised legal
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systems. Restorative justice focuses on
responsibility, compassion and
forgiveness rather than punishment and
ostracism. Many prominent religious
leaders have advocated this approach
throughout history. Today, curiously,
few seem willing to embrace it and
seem instead enthralled by legalistic and
formulaic responses.
Professor John Braithwaite, a
renowned Australian scholar, has noted
that the Roman Catholic Church, ‘laid
the foundations for shifting criminal
law away from its restorative
framework’ through 12th century
canon law. Perhaps it is time for the
Church to re-examine its own history.
Restorative justice programs, which
began in Canada in the mid 1970s, now
operate in many jurisdictions across the
western world. Every Australian State
has legislated restorative justice
programs, albeit that most are aimed
solely at juvenile offenders. These
programs involve offenders, victims and
their communities of care in a collective
response to the problems created by
offending behaviour.
Restorative justice programs have a
number of advantages. They motivate
victims and others to be involved in,
rather than alienated from, the response
to social harm. They provide for
specific and general deterrence whilst
maintaining the traditional deterrence
frameworks. They confront offenders
with the effects of their wrongdoing,

such that they cannot neutralise or
rationalise their behaviour.
Programs can be tailored to the
particular context and problems faced
by a community. Many Victorian
school communities, including the
Catholic system, have embraced a wide
range of restorative practices.
Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South
Africa viewed his Truth and
Reconciliation Commission as a
restorative justice process. These
systems involve communities bringing
the processes of justice within a
framework that community members
can understand and engage with. If the
Church prides itself on caring for its
community, its flock, there is perhaps a
good fit here.
Sexual offences — especially against
children — involve special
consideration. Offenders have used
power to commit and cover up their
crime. Mediation, which emphasises
equality in bargaining, is often not
appropriate in these instances. However,
a restorative model of dialogue, with
the appropriate safeguards, is now
being used in a number of jurisdictions
to address this sort of case.
Restorative justice processes allow the
support networks for victim and
offender to be brought together. This
does not mean that traditional legal
remedies should be done away with.
Rather, we should seek a more flexible
response and more positive outcomes
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than are presently available.
Law Professor Marci Hamilton of
Yeshiwa University in the US argues
that revelations of systemic and longstanding clergy abuse reveal problems
not only in the churches but in the
capacity of our system of justice to
protect children. Until these issues are
addressed, victims will continue to
question the responses established by
church hierarchies. These responses
should supposedly help victims. More
commonly, they leave them further
aggrieved.
The traditional legal system provides
enormous psychological, evidentiary
and resource challenges to victims,
offenders and the Church itself.
However, the Church has considerable
resources. It can bring great legal
pressure upon victims who pursue legal
claims. So could the Church, instead,
cede power to a third party restorative
program? It might then go some way to
towards following its own teachings of
forgiveness and reconciliation rather
than confrontation and denial. As the
Church lurches from crisis to crisis, it
could try restorative justice. The best
solutions often come when you practice
what you preach. ●

Peter Condliffe is a Melbourne
Barrister and President of the Victorian
Association for Restorative Justice.
He can be contacted at
<pc@vicbar.com.au>.

Book Announcement

Dispute resolution in Australia
David Spencer and
Samantha Hardy
Dispute resolution in Australia
Cases, commentary and
materials, 2nd Edition
The second edition of Dispute
resolution in Australia: Cases,
commentary and materials reflects the
dynamic growth of dispute resolution
not only in Australia, but worldwide.
In recent times, dispute resolution has
undergone a considered analysis of

its role in society at the community,
commercial, political and legal levels.
Added to this is its increasing
relevance to, and its impact on, other
disciplines such as counselling,
psychology and the law.
Taking account of these
developments in dispute resolution,
this new edition brings the law up to
date and features:
• a new chapter, ‘The future of
dispute resolution’;
• an expanded chapter, ‘Ethics,
standards and dispute resolution’;

• insight into the new National
Mediation Accreditation System:
• incorporation of recent family law
developments;
• new material on recently emerged
hybrid forms of dispute resolution,
such as collaborative law; and
• commentary on the vanishing trial
phenomenon.
Dispute resolution in Australia:
Cases, commentary and materials,
2nd edition will be in valuable to
both students and practitioners alike
for its practical guidance and analysis
of this ever-growing area of the law. ●

This book will be reviewed in a
future edition of the ADR Bulletin.
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■ LEADR is holding a Mediation
Workshop in Adelaide on
16–20 March; 31 August–
4 September; in Alice Springs on
31 August–4 September; Brisbane
on 9–13 March; Canberra on
4–8 May; Darwin on 11–15 May;
Hobart on 25–29 May; Melbourne
19–23 April, 1–5 June and 11–15
October; Perth on 18–22 May and
26–30 October; and Sydney on
15–19 February, 19–23 April,
21-25 June, 16–20 August, and
18–22 October. They will also be
running CINERGY Conflict
Coaching Workshops in Sydney
on 22–25 February and in
Melbourne on 2–5 March. For
further information go to
<www.leadr.com.au/training.htm>.
■ ACDC is offering Mediation
Training in Sydney on
22–26 February, 24–28 May,
9–13 August, 18–22 October.
Accreditation dates include
3 March, 3 June, 17 August
and 27 October. For further
information, visit
<www.acdcltd.com.au>.
■ The 5th Asia-Pacific Mediation
Forum Conference will be held in
India from 21–27 November 2010.
For further information go to
<www.apmec.unisa.edu.au/apmf>.
■ National Mediation Conference
will be held in Adelaide on
7–9 September 2010. For

further information go to <www.
mediationconference.com.au/>.
■ The Bond University Dispute
Resolution Centre has upcoming
courses including Basic Mediation
on 18–21 March on the Gold
Coast; Family Dispute Resolution
(Legislation and Skills) in Sydney
from 20–24 April; Mediator
Assessment course on Gold Coast
12–13 February; Global
Negotiation Course in Lyon,
France on 30 August to
4 September. For more information
email <drc@bond.edu.au> or visit
<www.bond.edu.au/law/centres>.
■ Non-Adversarial Justice:
Implications for the Legal System
and Society Conference, Melbourne,
4–7 May 2010. Further information,
including details about abstract
submission can be found at
<www.law.monash.edu.au/nonadvj/>.
The full conference flyer can be found
at: <www.aija.org.au/NAJ%202010/
NAJ10%20Infoflyer&Reg.pdf>.
■ Mediator Style Training is running
Mediating Personality Workshops
on 29 August and 7 November in
Perth; 8 August and 3 October in
Sydney; 25 July and 17 October in
Melbourne; 22 August in Adelaide;
12 September and 31 October in
Brisbane; 28 November in
Townsville; 19 September in
Canberra.
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Commission into Sexual Abuse
Peter O’Callaghan Q.C
Owen Dixon Chambers West
18/15
205 William Street
Melbourne 3000
30th June 2008
Tel: 9225 7979
Fax: 9225 7114
Private and Confidential
Attention Mr Paul Holdway
Lewis Holdway
Lawyers
20 Queen Street
MELBOURNE VIC 3000
Dear Sir
Re: Towards Justice: The Charter
I refer to my recent correspondence requesting the identity of the signatories to the
Charter.
That request has apparently been ignored, and whilst I have recognized some of the
signatures, I considered it important that I know who it is making complaints. I
accordingly maintain that request but in the meantime I respond to the Charter. I do so
in my capacity as Independent Commissioner, because much of the Charter expressly
or impliedly criticises the role and the performance of the Independent Commissioner.
Whilst I have not the slightest objection to constructive criticism, and will endeavour to
accommodate to it, this cannot be said of a great deal of the Charter.
I am alarmed at the allegations and certainly if they could be validated appropriate
remedial steps should be taken. The problem is that there is little particularity to the
assertions made in the Charter, and until this occurs, it is difficult if not impossible to
properly respond.
I set out hereunder extracts from the Charter and comment thereon in different type..
1.

“Since sexual abuse: the Melbourne Archdiocese’s response was established in
1996 by Archbishop George Pell, (later maintained by Archbishop Denis Hart,
victims, their families and members of their Parishes have repeatedly recounted
to the collective practitioners their experiences of disregard, disservice and
disadvantage within the set of arrangements of the Melbourne response. The
similarity of independent accounts has led the collective practitioners to form the
view that there has been a disturbing pattern of abuse.”
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I assume that the victims there referred to are some of othe several hundred who
have complained to me in my capacity as Independent Commissioner. It is
impossible to deal with this assertion unless there are particulars of who, when
and in what circumstances victims have experienced disregard, disservice and
disadvantage. Tell me who they are so that I can properly respond. I repeat I
welcome constructive criticism, but not such which impugns reputation and
competence.
2.

“Our aims are to raise Church and public awareness about the mistreatment and
ongoing trauma of victims, and to open avenues for dialogue, review and change
through processes of restorative justice.”
Please specify to whom, when, where and in what circumstances did
mistreatment of victims occur. It is a fundamental principle of natural justice that
in order to respond I must know the details of the complaint. With respect to
ongoing trauma, naturally I have no difficulty in accepting that this occurs. I have
repeatedly stated that no matter how considerately complaints are dealt with,
how efficient and adequate the provision of counselling, how full the apology is
given in respect of the abuse, and however adequate the amount of
compensation awarded, there cannot be eradicated the hurt and effect which the
sexual abuse has had upon the lives of these victims which is ongoing. I have
always endeavoured to deal with complainants in a sympathetic and caring way,
knowing only too well the stress and concern which many victims suffer, by
recounting the details of the abuse typically suffered when they were children. Of
course, no system is perfect, and I certainly do not profess to be.

3.

“Over 12 years since its inception it has, in our view, not practiced these
principles and has reduced its response to a legalistic claims process.”
If meant by this, there is an undue adherence to law, this is not so. Obviously the
first and essential step in dealing with complaints of sexual abuse is to ascertain
when, where, by whom and in what circumstances the abuse has occurred. In
the Melbourne Archdiocese, this is generally done by my meeting with the
Complainant. I repeat my knowledge and awareness of the stress that this often
imposes, and I do my best to alleviate this. I add that of the several hundred
complaints I have received, the vast majority have been established.

4.

“Victims of sexual abuse by Clergy, Religious and lay personal are profoundly
disadvantaged and wounded. When they turn to an institution for assistance and
receive an inadequate response which does not recognize their needs, victim’s
wounds are seriously compounded. This is a further layer of abuse, inflicted by
the institution ostensibly offering help.”
It is impossible to adequately respond to these general assertions. Who, when,
where and in what circumstances has the Independent Commissioner
inadequately responded to a complaint by a victim of sexual abuse.
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“This dynamic is reported by victims in the collective who turn to the Melbourne
response, only to find what in our opinion is an inequitable system that, from a
victim’s view point, places the public legal and financial interests of the
Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese over those of the victim.”
I consider that this opinion is misconceived, and wrong. Again, there is no
particularity to it.

6.

“The Archdiocese maintenance of a set of arrangements, in our opinion, appears
to prioritise its livelihood above the needs of victims, and is diametrically opposed
to the values and examples of Christ. We believe it also contravenes the most
recent directives of Pope Benedict XVI on this matter.”
Again I disagree. The Melbourne process enables a complainant to put forward
his or her complaint to the Independent Commissioner, and if established (the
vast majority of which are), that person can be referred to Carelink, and to the
Compensation Panel, and if pastoral support is requested, this is provided. It
must be said that many of the victims, sadly, have no wish for pastoral support,
because they have abandoned any adherence to the church. In some instances
they regard any proposal for further contact with the church with anathema.

7.

“ In our view the perpetuation of the current priorities of the Melbourne response
by its clerical leaders, also directly contradicts the National Code of Conduct for
all Clergy and Religious in Australia, outlined in the booklet Integrity and Ministry.
This document holds all Clergy accountable for prioritizing the care and healing
of those who have been harmed by Ministers of their community “in situations”
when communion is broken as well as “the parents and family of those harmed
and the community where the violation has occurred”.
I do not see any contradiction either in principle or practice.

8.

“Primary and secondary victims in our collective feel betrayed by the lack of
clerical leadership within the Melbourne Catholic Archdiocese. They describe
feeling powerless within the Melbourne response set of arrangements, which are
deficient in values and principles of justice, healing, safety, integrity, empathy
and trust building.”
Once again these general assertions can only be responded to by the statement
that is not my understanding or experience. It is necessary to provide chapter
and verse of such serious allegations, if they are to be adequately responded to.

“Hearing Victims speak about the Melbourne response”
So that these deficiencies are heard in victim’s description of:
9.

“Mismanagement of complaints”
Specify whose complaints were mismanaged, and I will respond.
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“Neglecting to investigate and respond to ongoing risks of clerical abuse with
appropriate interventions.”
Specify the instances of neglect, to investigate and respond.

11.

“Impersonal insensitive and untimely responses to victims, their families and
wider communities.”
I must assume that this and the other criticisms apply (at least in part) to the
Independent Commissioner, and I want to be told when and to whom, I have
made impersonal, insensitive, and untimely responses to victims. It is axiomatic
that complaints should be substantiated.

12.

“Mismanagement of accused priests who continue to harass complainants and
Parish members after being stood down from Parish and/or public ministry
pending investigation.”
I have and will continue to make recommendations to the Archbishop (who is of
course the exclusive decision maker) in respect of offending priests. I
necessarily repeat these serious allegations must be particularised, at least as to
the identity of the priests, in order for an adequate response to be made.

13.

“The retaining of offenders as ordained Priests, even after they have been found
guilty in Criminal Court, and/or the Independent Commissioner for the Melbourne
response makes a finding that victims complaints of sexual abuse by these
priests have been established; the absence of promises of pastoral support,
which leaves victims feeling spiritually abandoned by and excluded from their
church community.”
I am not sure what is meant by the “retaining of offenders as ordained priests.
Generally, priests remain priests unless they are laicised on their application, or
by papal decree. Apart from a very few, It is my experience that offending priests
have had their faculties removed. Again I request the retained offenders be
identified.

14.

“Receiving a response from the Archbishop’s lawyers when victims question the
personnel, practices or processes of the Melbourne response.”
If any such question were directed to me, I would regard it as mandatory in my
role as Independent Commissioner to respond directly.

15.

“ Confusion of roles by those who respond to victims on behalf of the Melbourne
Catholic Archdiocese.”
What is the confusion, I do not believe I have misunderstood or confused my
role. If you contend I have, specify how and when
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“A lack of professional advocate, resourcing and support for professionals
working with children exposed to abusive clergy in Catholic schools and
appropriate intervention in situations of abuse.”
Again, it is impossible to respond to this general assertion without having
particulars of this “lack”.

17.

“A scarcity of information for family members and parishioners and lack of
recognition of and response to their needs as secondary victims.”
I repeat what I have said in 16. above.

Structural Flaws in the Melbourne response

18.

“Although the Independent Commissioner announced that “it was hoped the
Commission would complete its work within six months, and hopefully a much
shorter time than that”, the Melbourne response has filled a permanent role for
more than a decade.”
I did make that statement, and note that the Terms and Conditions of my
appointment contained inter alia “The retainer of the Commissioner shall be for a
period of six months Provided that if at the expiration of that period……… there
are outstanding matters………..Archbishop shall extend the retainer for a further
period of six months, or such other period as may be mutually agreed upon …..
That was based upon a belief that consonant with the publicity given my
appointment, that all or the great bulk of complaints would be made and dealt
with in the period of six months. Instead, there has been a continuing series of
complaints which are continuing at the present time. It would have been
untenable to terminate my appointment, whilst this flow of complaints continued.
Undoubtedly, had this been done the Archdiocese would have been spared very
considerable expense, but an avenue for complaints would have been closed. Is
it suggested that this should have been done. Surely not. Had it been, it could
properly have been characterised as a lack of compassion by the Archdiocese.

Conclusion
I have not at this time responded to other matters in the letter under reply. This should
not be taken in any way as acceptance thereof. When the particulars sought as above
are provided, I will provide a further response dealing with all matters raised.
I request your reply no later than fourteen days from this date.
Yours sincerely,
PETER J. O’CALLAGHAN
INDEPENDENT COMMISSIONER

